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Abstract—Quantum computation received a steadily growing attention in recent years, especially supported by the emergence of publicly available quantum computers like the popular IBM QX series. In order to execute a reversible or quantum circuit on those devices, a mapping is required that replaces each reversible or quantum gate by an equivalent cascade of elementary, i.e., directly executable, gates—a task which tends to induce a significant mapping overhead. Several approaches have been proposed for this task which either rely on the swapping of physically adjacent qubits or the use of precomputed templates, so-called remote CNOT gates.

In this paper, we show that combining both, swapping and remote gates, at the reversible circuit level has the prospect of significantly reducing the mapping overhead. We propose a methodology to compute the optimal combination of swaps and templates for Multiple-Controlled Toffoli gates. By using a formulation as a single-source shortest-path problem, a complete database of optimal combinations can be computed efficiently. Experimental results indicate that the mapping overhead can be significantly reduced.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computation [1] received a steadily growing attention in recent years, especially supported by the emergence of first publicly available quantum computers like the popular IBM QX series [2], and substantial progress has been achieved in developing quantum computers with increasing computational power. As a consequence, the automatic generation of quantum circuits realizing a given functionality on some targeted quantum computer architecture has become an active research area.

This quantum logic synthesis is a very complex and challenging task. In order to leverage this complexity, Boolean functions—which constitute a major component in many quantum algorithms—are usually treated separately using a two-step approach: the desired Boolean function is first realized in terms of a reversible circuit, i.e., by means of classical reversible logic gates. These circuits are then transformed to a functionally equivalent quantum circuit by mapping each reversible gate to a corresponding cascade of quantum gates [3]–[5]. However, as the limitations of the targeted quantum computer architecture, particularly regarding the (non-)availability of certain gates, are usually not completely taken into account during this transformation, a so-called technology mapping is required afterwards in order to make the circuit executable on the targeted architecture. This leads to an overhead, since gates that are not natively available have to be rewritten as a functionally equivalent and typically much longer cascade of native gates.

In fact, there is usually only one multiple-qubit gate available in present quantum computer architectures, e.g. the two-qubit controlled-NOT or controlled-Z gates, and the connectivity is limited meaning that this gate can only be applied on a subset of qubit pairs. This also holds for the IBM quantum computers that are available to the public via free-of-charge cloud access and are also considered here.

Researchers have developed different strategies to solve such quantum architecture constraints [6]–[12], most of which rely on inserting a (minimal) number of SWAP gates that move the desired qubits close to each other. Aside from that, there are also promising proposals to not permute the qubits using SWAP gates, but to use precomputed, highly optimized sequences of native gates to realize CNOT gates as remote gates, i.e. without moving the involved qubits closer [13], [14].

In this paper, we are targeting the mapping of reversible circuits to the quantum level with the aim of obtaining architecture-compliant quantum circuits, i.e. circuits which can be executed directly on the targeted quantum computer and do not require a technology mapping to be applied. For this purpose, we generalize the idea of precomputed sequences and remote gates to the reversible circuit level, i.e. circuits composed of multiple-controlled Toffoli (MCT) gates. We propose an approach to efficiently determine optimal combinations of SWAPs and remote Toffoli gates by using a formulation as a single-source shortest-path problem. An experimental evaluation clearly demonstrates the feasibility and prospects of this approach.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces notations and preliminaries needed in this paper. Section III discusses related work, outlines the general idea and states the considered optimization problem. This is followed by Section IV which presents the details of our approach to determining optimized mappings for MCT gates. Experimental results are presented in Section V and the paper is finally concluded in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES

To keep the paper self-contained, this section briefly introduces the basics of reversible and quantum circuits.
A. Reversible Functions and Circuits

Reversible Boolean functions on \( n \) inputs, i.e. bijections on \( \{0,1\}^n \), are realized by reversible circuits consisting of at least \( n \) lines (carrying binary values). These reversible circuits have no fan-out or feedback and typically consist of multiple-controlled Toffoli (MCT) gates which are defined as follows:

**Definition 1** (Multiple-Controlled Toffoli gate). Given a set of circuit lines \( X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \), a multiple-controlled Toffoli gate \( T(C;t) \) is given by a set of control lines \( C = \{x_{c_1}, \ldots, x_{c_m}\} \subset X \) (with \( |C| \geq 0 \)), and a target line \( t \in X \setminus C \). On the target line, the gate performs the mapping \( t \rightarrow t \oplus (x_{c_1} \land \ldots \land x_{c_m}), \) i.e. the target line is inverted if, and only if, all control lines are in the 1-state. All other lines pass through unaltered.

**Example 1.** An MCT gate with no control line always inverts the target line and is thus the well-known NOT gate. An MCT gate with a single control line is called a controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate. When drawing reversible and quantum circuits, a \( \oplus \) indicates the target line and a \( \bullet \) indicates the control connection of an MCT gate. For instance, the left-hand side of Fig. 1 represents a 2-controlled Toffoli gate.

B. Quantum Circuits

A quantum circuit is a model of quantum computation representing a sequence of quantum operations [1]. Each operation is represented by a quantum gate and the circuit is a cascade of quantum gates where the circuit lines represent the qubits (quantum bits) of a quantum system.

In this work, we consider the Clifford+\( T \) gate library [15] which is popular due to the fact that it is universal, i.e. it allows for the realization of any kind of quantum computation, even though only contains a small, discrete number of gates and due to its compatibility to schemes for error correction which are required for large-scale quantum computing. More precisely, the library contains the CNOT gate, the NOT gate as well as some other single-qubit gates \((H,S,S^T,T,T^T)\) whose precise semantics is not relevant for the purpose of this work.

**Example 2.** Figure 1 shows a realization of the two-controlled MCT gate in Clifford+\( T \) [16, Fig. 7(a)]. The gates are to be applied sequentially from left to right.

C. Decomposing MCT circuits to Clifford+\( T \)

The decomposition of reversible MCT circuits to Clifford+\( T \) quantum circuits is typically conducted in two steps. First, MCT gates with \( c \geq 3 \) controls are decomposed into MCT gates with less than three controls, i.e. NOT, CNOT, and 2-controlled Toffoli gates (which constitute the so-called NCT library). Afterwards, each NCT gate is mapped individually to an equivalent cascade of Clifford+\( T \) gates.

Usually, the well-known decomposition of MCT into NCT gates proposed by Barenco et al. [17] is used. The basic construction requires \( c - 2 \) additional circuit lines/qubits (so-called ancilla lines/qubits) that are used to store intermediate computations, but are finally restored to their initial value/state (cf. Fig. 2 for the case \( c = 4 \)). This basic construction can also be employed as a building block in order to perform a decomposition even when less than \( c - 2 \) ancillae are available [17, Lemma 7.3].

To map the resulting NCT circuit to Clifford+\( T \), usually the mapping from Fig. 1 is employed for 2-controlled Toffoli gates, while NOT and CNOT gates do not have to be mapped.

D. IBM Quantum Computers

The IBM Q project [2] provides public access to quantum computers via a cloud service in order to give researchers the opportunity to experiment with real devices. In spite of continuous improvement, the available devices are still in development and have limitations regarding the number and the fidelity of qubits and also regarding types of quantum gates that can be used in the circuits. All architectures essentially support arbitrary single-qubit gates (especially the ones from the Clifford+\( T \) library) as well as the CNOT gate, although, its availability is limited. More precisely, the architectures restrict the interaction of the physical qubits, i.e., it is only possible to apply a CNOT gate to a defined set of qubits.
These CNOT restrictions are expressed in a coupling graph. Figures 3 and 4 shows the coupling graph of the 16-qubit IBM QX5 (Rueschlikon) architecture and the 20-qubit IBM Q20 (Toyko) architecture, respectively. The circles represent the physical qubits ($q_0, q_1, \ldots$) and the arrows indicate the availability of a CNOT gate between the qubits. To this end, a CNOT gate can only be applied if the qubit at the base of the arrow is the control qubit and the tip of the arrow represents the target qubit. For instance, $T(\{q_3\}; q_0)$ is natively available in both depicted architectures, but $T(\{q_0\}; q_1)$ only in QX5.

III. Motivation and General Idea

So far, quantum circuits are often generated in a topology-agnostic way, i.e. without taking into account the connectivity and coupling constraints of the targeted quantum computer. As a consequence, a transformation of the quantum circuit—often termed technology mapping—is required in order to satisfy the coupling constraints and enable the circuit’s actual execution. There are essentially two approaches to this transformation: using SWAPs or remote CNOTs.

When using SWAPs, the mapping of logical to physical qubits (briefly denoted as qubit mapping) is permanently updated in order to make control and target of the following CNOT gate adjacent [6]–[12]. Usually the approaches perform a look-ahead in order to make sure that the updated qubit mapping is not only suitable for the next CNOT, but also beneficial for subsequent gates. In contrast, remote CNOTs are highly optimized templates, i.e. cascades of native gates, that realize a CNOT between distant control and target qubits without changing the qubit mapping.

Example 3. Consider the IBM QX5 quantum computer architecture shown in Fig. 3. Assume that a CNOT gate with control on $q_1$ and target on $q_3$ is to be executed (as shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 5). Using SWAPs, $q_1$ is swapped with $q_2$ making control and target of the desired gate adjacent. Then, the desired CNOT can be executed from $q_2$ to $q_3$ and the original qubit mapping can be restored by swapping back $q_1$ and $q_3$ (as shown in the center of Fig. 5).

Alternatively, the CNOT can be executed as a remote CNOT using the cascade of four CNOT gates shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 5. This is especially beneficial if the original qubit mapping is to be restored, since a single SWAP gate requires seven elementary gates on IBM QX5 as shown in Fig. 6.

Approaches relying only on remote CNOTs have shown very promising results [13], [14]. However, one can easily think of cases, e.g. when the same CNOT gate (with the same control and target) is to be applied multiple times in a row, where it would be better to move control and target closer to each other in order to reduce the template cost of each instance. Accordingly, some recent proposals use a combination of SWAPs and remote CNOTs [18].

The idea of this paper is to use the benefit of a variable qubit mapping together with the optimization potential of templates and lift the combination of SWAPs and remote gates to a higher level of abstraction, namely to the level of reversible/MCT gates. By this, architecture-compliant quantum circuits are obtained directly from the decomposition, i.e. these do not require any further technology mapping in order to be executed at the targeted quantum computer architecture.

More precisely, each MCT gate is realized separately as a building block using pre-computed templates, while SWAPs are employed in-between the building blocks to change the qubit mapping in order to reach a configuration for the next MCT gate that has a reduced template cost.

Let us illustrate this idea by means of standard Toffoli gates, i.e. 2-controlled MCT gates. In order to compute templates for remote Toffoli gates, in a first step templates for all possible CNOT gate configurations (control and target) need to be computed in order to realize them as a remote CNOT, e.g. using the approach proposed in [13]. Recall that these templates are preserving the qubit mapping. We define the cost of a remote CNOT to be its overhead in terms of the number of additionally required 1- and 2-qubit gates such that the cost of a natively available CNOT is 0.

Now, given the configuration of a 2-controlled Toffoli gate, i.e. the corresponding set of controls as well as the target qubit, an architecture-compliant template realization is obtained by replacing each CNOT gate in the decomposition from Fig. 1 by the corresponding remote CNOT. The cost of this template is accordingly given by the sum of the cost of those remote CNOTs. Note that there is a priori no order of the two controls and any of the two possible orders can be used for the decomposition from Fig. 1—without any additional SWAP cost. As a consequence, the cheaper of both templates can be used for the realization of the MCT gate.

Similarly, for MCT gates with more controls, there is a large degree of freedom regarding the order of controls and choice of ancilla qubits to use for the decomposition—again without any additional SWAP cost, but with potentially significantly different realization cost.

However, even if the cheapest such template has been determined for the given configuration, it might be possible that moving around the controls or target of the MCT gate (using SWAP gates) leads to a configuration whose template realization is cheaper, even if one takes the cost of the additional SWAP gates into account.

Example 4. Consider again the IBM QX5 quantum computer architecture shown in Fig. 3 and assume that a 2-controlled Toffoli gate with controls on $q_0, q_1$ and target on $q_8$ is to be executed, i.e. $T(\{q_0, q_1\}; q_8)$. The cost for this realization,
i.e. realizing all CNOTs from the decomposition as remote CNOTs using the templates from [13], is 236. When the target is moved from \( q_8 \) to \( q_2 \) (using six SWAP gates with a total cost of \( 6 \cdot 7 = 42 \)), the MCT gate to be realized changes to \( T\{(q_0, q_1)\}; q_2 \) which can be realized using remote CNOTs at a cost of only 28. So, the swapping reduces the cost from 236 to 28 + 42 = 70. However, we can get even better by moving \( q_9 \) to \( q_{15} \), \( q_1 \) to \( q_2 \), and \( q_8 \) to \( q_3 \) (which requires seven SWAP gates in total with a cost of 49). Then, the MCT gate to be realized becomes \( T\{(q_2, q_{15})\}; q_3 \) which only has a cost of 18 when realizing it using remote CNOTs, such that the total cost becomes 18 + 49 = 67.

As demonstrated by the example, it can sometimes be better to apply many swaps to reach a configuration with minimal template cost, but in contrast there might be a configuration with slightly higher cost that can be reached with fewer swaps such that the sum of SWAP and template cost is smaller for this combination.

Overall, these considerations give rise to the following

**Optimization problem**: given an MCT gate configuration \( T(C; t) \), determine a qubit permutation \( \pi_{\text{min}} \) with the minimal sum of SWAP cost (for realizing \( \pi_{\text{min}} \)) and template cost for realizing \( T(\pi_{\text{min}}(C); \pi_{\text{min}}(t)) \) as a remote Toffoli gate.

### IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

In order to find the optimal combination of swaps and templates, we propose to model this as a shortest path problem. More precisely, we consider the undirected graph \( G = (V, E) \) whose nodes are given by all possible Toffoli gate configurations for a fixed number of controls as well as one additional cost node \( v_c \). All nodes are connected to \( v_c \) and these edges (termed template edges in the following) are weighted by the respective template cost for realizing this MCT gate as a remote Toffoli gate. Aside from that, two nodes are connected by an edge if, and only if, the corresponding configurations can be transformed into each other by applying a single SWAP gate. The weights of these edges (termed swap edges in the following) are given by the weight of the corresponding SWAP gate. In general, SWAPs have a constant cost that only depends on the quantum computer, but not the qubits involved.

Then, the shortest path from a node to \( v_c \) corresponds to a realization of the corresponding MCT gate that consists of SWAPs (i.e., traversing a swap edge) and applying a template (i.e., traversing a template edge). Note that we do not restore the original qubit mapping by undoing the performed SWAPs, since this would make it much more sensitive to the initial qubit mapping. However, our approach could simply be adapted to this by doubling all swap edge weights.

**Example 5.** A small subgraph of the graph for 2-controlled Toffoli gates in the IBM QX5 architecture is shown in Fig. 7. It shows all configurations and the swapping discussed in Example 4. For instance, the swap edge between the two left-most nodes in the top row corresponds to a SWAP of \( q_8 \) and \( q_7 \). Swap edges are shown as dashed edges, while template edges to the cost node \( v_c \) are drawn solid. The edge weights are annotated to each edge and the shortest paths to \( v_c \) are indicated by directed edges in blue color.

Determining the shortest paths to \( v_c \) for all nodes is equivalent to determining the shortest from \( v_c \) to all nodes. The latter constitutes a single-source shortest path problem which can be solved efficiently using Dijkstra’s well-known algorithm:

- Initialize the realization cost of all nodes with the weight of their template edge and build a priority queue of all nodes sorted by their cost in ascending order.
- While the queue is not empty, take the first node \( v \) from the queue. Check all neighbors of \( v \) and update their cost, if the cost of \( v \) plus the cost of the corresponding swap edge is smaller than their current cost.

Since the cost of a SWAP is typically constant for a given quantum computer architecture and does not depend on the particular qubits being swapped, determining the weights of the swap edges is straightforward. In order to determine the weights of the template edges, i.e. the template cost for all MCT gate configurations, there is a huge design space to be explored, since there is an exponentially growing number of possibilities to choose the order of controls and ancilla qubits for each of the \( m \cdot \binom{m-1}{c} \) configurations, namely \( c! \) control permutations and \( \binom{m-1-c}{c} \) choices of the ancilla qubits if the decomposition from Fig. 2 is used (where \( m \) denotes the total number of qubits in the considered architecture).

In order to cope with this, we propose to restrict to a subset of templates for each MCT gate configuration (e.g., a fixed number of random samples) and use the cheapest template among them for the weight of the corresponding template edges. Then, after computing the shortest paths for a first time, we consider only the local minima more exhaustively, i.e. those configurations which would be implemented directly without applying SWAPs as their shortest path is simply the corresponding template edge.

**Example 6.** In the subgraph shown in Fig. 7 only the configurations \( T\{(2, 15)\}; 3 \) and \( T\{(0, 1)\}; 2 \) constitute local minima and would be explored in more detail.

The justification/motivation for this procedure is that improvements in the template cost of a local minimum affects not only its own cost, but also all MCT gate configurations whose shortest path run through that node. In turn, it is not
very promising to obtain new local minima by improving the template cost of the other nodes.

Once the template cost of all local minima are updated, we run Dijkstra’s algorithm again to update the shortest paths accordingly. Overall, the steps of the algorithm are as follows:

1) Determine preliminary template costs for all configurations (by random sampling) and store them as template edge weights.
2) Perform Dijkstra’s algorithm to determine shortest paths from \( v_c \) to all other nodes.
3) Restrict to the obtained local minima and update their template cost (by an exhaustive design space exploration or increasing the number of random samples).
4) Perform Dijkstra’s algorithm again as in Step 2.

In the last step, we store the predecessor at each node, such that the shortest paths can easily be constructed from the graph. Moreover, we make use of an efficiently computable enumeration of the configurations which allows for an index-based access, e.g. \( T(\{q_1, q_2, q_3\}; q_0) \rightarrow 1 \), \( T(\{q_1, q_2, q_4\}; q_0) \rightarrow 2 \), and so on, such that the node for a desired configuration can later on be found efficiently.

Finally, we thus end up with an efficient data structure containing a database of optimal combinations of swaps and remote Toffoli gates for all MCT gate configurations.

While Dijkstra’s algorithm scales well also for larger graphs and the effort for determining the template cost for individual configurations can be controlled very precisely, other strategies might need to be developed for the case that the entire graph becomes too big and it is no longer feasible to completely determine template cost for all nodes. In this setting, a lazy exploration of the graph might be considered, i.e. starting at the desired node and looking for a short path to the cost node. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper and is left for future work.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the potential of the proposed approach in comparison with previous work. To this end, the proposed scheme has been implemented in C++. As target architectures, we employed IBM QX5 with 16 qubits and IBM Q20 with 20 qubits.

A. Constructing the MCT gate graph

In order to construct the MCT gate graphs, we made use of the remote CNOTs as proposed in [13] for QX5. For Q20, where all CNOTs are available in both directions, we used the generalization of the remote CNOTs shown in Fig. 5 to qubits with larger distance \( d > 2 \) which requires \( 4(d - 1) \) native CNOTs as discussed in [19].

For each MCT gate configuration we generated 1,000 random samples in the first step and 100,000 random samples for local minima in the second step. The complete generation of the graphs for up to 14 controls took a bit less than 1 hour for QX5 and around 4 hours for Q20, while Dijkstra’s algorithm never took more than a few seconds.

The results are summarized in Tables I and II. Here, the first two columns list the number of controls (\( c \)) and the corresponding MCT gate configurations (\#Configs). The next column shows the number of local minima, i.e. MCT gate configurations that are realized directly as a remote Toffoli gate without applying SWAPs. The remaining columns show the average and maximum reduction in realization cost compared to realizing all gates as remote Toffoli gates and the average and maximum number of SWAPs performed.

As we can see, the number of local minima determined in the first round is always rather small and typically less than 1% of all configurations. The average reduction in comparison to using remote Toffoli gates is significantly higher for Q20 (55% to 83%) as compared to QX5 (30% to 60%). This might be explained by the fact that SWAP gates are cheaper in Q20 (only 3 CNOTs as compared to 7 gates in QX5). Overall, the reduction is getting smaller for larger number of controls.

B. Mapping of Reversible Circuits

Having constructed the required MCT graphs, we evaluated the proposed approach on a suite of benchmarks taken from Revlib [20]. To this end, we processed each circuit gate by gate, looked up the optimal realization in the corresponding MCT graph and updated the qubit mapping accordingly. We observed that the results were a bit sensitive to the initial qubit mapping. Thus, we performed 10 iterations with random qubit mappings and only list the best result. The SWAP cost of the first MCT gate is not counted since these SWAPs correspond to starting with a slightly different initial qubit mapping.
In Table III, we report the results for those benchmarks for which results are reported for both QX5 and Q2O in [18]. Here, the first two columns describe the benchmark in terms of its name (ID) and, as a baseline, the number of CNOT gates when applying the usual, topology-agnostic decomposition of MCT gates to Clifford+T. The next columns denote the technology mapping overhead that results when transforming the resulting quantum circuit in order to satisfy the architectural constraints (we show the results reported in [18] which can be considered the state-of-the-art in quantum circuit transformation) as well as obtained by the proposed approach, for both QX5 and Q2O.

For some benchmarks, only a marginal reduction or—in few cases—even a significantly higher overhead has been achieved by the proposed approach. However, for the vast majority of benchmarks we observed reductions of the technology mapping overhead compared to the state-of-the-art by more than 30%.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we considered the mapping of reversible circuits to IBM quantum computers. So far, the topological constraints of the targeted quantum hardware are hardly taken into account when decomposing quantum circuits to the quantum level such that a circuit transformation is required in order to satisfy the coupling constraints of the quantum computer. We showed that is possible to gain architecture-compliant quantum circuits, which do not require this post-processing, directly from reversible circuits by using optimal combinations of SWAPs and remote Toffoli gates. Experimental results showed that the resulting overhead—which is key for the execution on current NISQ devices—is in most cases significantly smaller than the overhead of the best known approach for circuit transformation.
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